
attempts to fight a fire, but that Euro Tunnel staff would help to
evacuate people into the “safe haven” middle tunnel. French
firefighters have pledged not to tackle any fires in the section
of the tunnel covered by their English colleagues. The London India’s Divestment
Underground has already laid out plans to close 19 of its deep-
level stations, and said that its service will be substantially re- Debate Needs Focus
duced.

by Ramtanu MaitraPolitical Chaos
The government has launched a huge public safety cam-

After months of simmering discontent, the battle in India overpaign as senior ministers struggle to control a dispute they
fear could cause widespread loss of life. Alistair Darling, the divestment (privatization) of public sector units (PSUs) has

been joined. After meeting with some of the strongest criticsTransport Secretary, said the risk of extra deaths was so high
that motorists should drastically reduce their speed on strike of the divestment policy within his government, Prime Minis-

ter Atal Behari Vajpayee stated on Oct. 2 that divestment ofdays. Darling said: “People need to bear in mind that every
day of this year, the fire brigades are called out to cut people the public sector units would continue. From the sidelines,

earlier in the day, K. Sudarshan, head of the Rashtriya Sway-out of wreckage and when they’ re on strike, they will not be
doing that.” amsevak Sangh (RSS) party, charged that the economic poli-

cies being pursued presently are “at the behest of the WorldThe government’s tough line was aimed at increasing the
moral pressure on the Fire Bridges Union to call off the strike, Trade Organization and the International Monetary Fund,”

although he did not name the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-but it appears that the gulf between the two sides was wider
than ever. Opposition parties have accused the government led government. Addressing a meeting in New Delhi on Oct.

2, Sudarshan held the present policies responsible for terror-of mishandling the dispute and allowing the return of 1970s
militant trade unionism. ism, because they rendered people jobless.

Interestingly, the divestment debate has spawned a newJohn Prescott, the Deputy Prime Minister, warned that the
“ risk of loss of life and property will be higher.” Prescott told axis within the coalition government. The left-of-center

grouping led by Defense Minister George Fernandes hasParliament the FBU’s position was “simply indefensible,”
and added its threatened industrial action was “completely joined hands with the RSS, often described as right-wing

Hindu chauvinists, who once acted as the brain center ofunnecessary and completely unjustified. . . . My message to
the FBU is, think again.” Vajpayee’s BJP on the issue. This alliance is not ideological,

but patently political: Both sides are looking for survival.Transport Secretary Darling said road users would have
to be extra-vigilant: “ In the event of serious accidents where The BJP-led coalition has no choice but to resolve the

issue quickly. What is missing, however, is a clear focus re-the fire brigades would be on hand to remove the wreckage,
then, of course, there are still other agencies who could do garding divestment. It is true that most of the PSUs are not

“crown jewels, but bleeding ulcers,” as Divestment Ministerthat. But we need to pay close attention to that.” Jack McCon-
nell, Scotland’s First Minister, took part in a ministerial sum- Arun Shourie candidly puts it. But it is also true, that divest-

ment of the PSUs by itself does not solve India’s economicmit at Downing Street to discuss the strike threat. He called
on the FBU to take part in the independent pay review. problems, and particularly not when the money earned, goes

into reducing the revenue deficit, instead of creating new jobs.As the government attempts to tackle the FBU head-on,
it was accused by the Conservatives of plunging Britain back
into “ the dark days of the 1970s, when trades union bosses The Opposition’s Issues

Opposition to divestment centers on a number of issues.held the country to ransom and the picket line called the
shots.” It would be hard to find a European nation less likely For instance, divestment opponents claim that the PSUs are

deliberately undervalued to provide a bonanza to private-sec-or able to support the American administration, if it decided to
proceed with hostilities against Iraq over the next few months, tor buyers. The Ministry of Divestment says various methods

could be used—valuation of shares by the market, asset valua-than Britain.
tion, assessment of business potential, book building, etc—
and the method that is appropriate in some cases, may not be
appropriate in others. For instance, software companies have
little real estate or other assets; but, given their growth poten-✪ LAROUCHE IN 2004 ✪
tial, their valuation is placed very high, Shourie said. Shourie
points out that the government will consider all options: “ It iswww.larouchein2004.com
not a good idea to lay down some unvarying rule—for in-

Paid for by LaRouche in 2004. stance, that equity in profit-making PSUs should be offloaded
only to the public. It is also not a good idea to lay down a
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general rule, or a percentage, of sale proceeds that should be procurement of PSUs on merit. Most observers wrote off
Shourie, blaming him for “ tactical errors.” One critic pointedearmarked for employees,” Shourie claims.

Although divestment of the Bharat Aluminum Corpora- out that every single minister in the National Democratic Alli-
ance (the formal name of the coalition government), who hastion (Balco), the India Petrochemical Corporation Ltd.

(IPCL), and the Videsh Samachar Nigam Ltd (VSNL) was a public sector empire to lose, formally swears by divestment,
but informally works against it.completed quite successfully last year and in the earlier part

of 2002, despite pockets of protestations, the sell-off of Hin- But, Shourie had not run out of support yet. A note pre-
pared by the Prime Minister’s Office questioned the Divest-dustan Petroleum Corp. Ltd. (HPCL) and Bharat Petoleum

Corp. Ltd. (BPCL), announced in February, ran into heavy ment Ministry’s proposal for a blanket ban on PSUs them-
selves bidding for other government-owned companies.weather in August, when opposition was voiced on the

grounds of national security. According to Vajpayee’s office, a decision on whether to keep
PSUs out of the divestment process involved “deeper concep-The first shot was fired by the Swadeshi Jagran Manch

(SJM), a think-tank that operates under the aegis of the RSS tual issues” that deserved investigation. It was a slap on the
wrist to Shourie’s ministry, but it also demonstrated that theand promotes self-reliance as the anchor for economic poli-

cies. SJM threw its weight behind calls by a section of the Prime Minister’s Office continued to support divestment.
Shortly thereafter, Commerce and Industry Minister Murasoligovernment to stop the strategic sale of the two state-run

refineries. “There should not be any strategic sale of HPCL Maran made it clear that the government had not abandoned
the divestment program, and said that divestment was one ofand BPCL. The government has, as a matter of policy, decided

to be present in the oil sector for national security,” Swamina- the government’s success stories, pointing out, “ In my stint
as Industry Minister, I created the Divestment Commission.”than Gurumurthy, co-convenor of the SJM, told Reuters.

HPCL and BPCL together held 40% of the $15 billion domes- Finally, on Oct. 2, Prime Minister Vajpayee joined the
battle. At an official function at his residence, Vajpayee saidtic oil market.

While the SJM criticism was expected, the pro-divest- he was not averse to a “healthy debate” on divestment, but
made it clear that he proposed to stand by his Divestmentment lobby was rattled when the SJM joined hands with some

of the Cabinet ministers and Defense Minister, George Minister. Furthermore, Vajpayee made his stand public in
the presence of Deputy Prime Minister L.K. Advani, who,Fernandes, a self-proclaimed Socialist. Fernandes, who, as

Minister of Industries, ordered Coca-Cola and IBM out of reportedly, was leaning toward the anti-privatizers.
India in the late 1970s, went to the press, expressing his reser-
vations on the sale of the two oil refineries. According to Create an ‘Infrastructure Development Pool’

There is no doubt that divestment will continue, even asnewspaper accounts, Fernandes had allegedly asked his Prime
Minister for a thorough review of the divestment policy, to a large section of the government passively opposes it. On

Oct. 7, in an interview with the London Financial Times,guard against a “ rich getting richer” tendency and to prevent
private monopolies. Vajpayee confirmed that India’s privatization process is “ irre-

versible,” despite the three-month freeze imposed in Septem-Gurumurthy, a chartered accountant, said the strategic
sale of state-run firms could create private monopolies. He ber. “As regards divestments, there is no going back,” the

Prime Minister added.urged the government to examine initial public offerings, in
which the state’s holding is brought down to less than 51%. Also certain, is that the population will not welcome di-

vestments indefinitely, unless they see some economic benefit“A private monopoly can be created by the market, but it
cannot and should not be created by a government divestment emerging. People would like to see the money acquired

through divestments, used to create jobs for the poor andaction,” he charged.
Soon afterward, two more senior Cabinet members, Min- improve their living conditions.

New Delhi must set up an “ infrastructure developmentister for Human Resource Development Murli Manohar Joshi
and Petroleum Minister Ram Naik, expressed similar reserva- pool” where PSU divestment funds will be deposited, for

financing projects that will create jobs through developmenttions. The conclave was joined almost immediately by other
ministers, such as Sharad Yadav, Uma Bharati, and S.S. of basic infrastructure. Such a pool would fund projects which

are not financed through the Five-Year Plans. ChannellingDhinda. It was clear at that point that the sale of HPCL and
BPCL would get stuck. the money into the bottomless abyss of debt payments is far

less productive economically—not to mention politically—
though pressure from the monetarists inside and outside IndiaRescue Attempts

With Minister of Divestment Arun Shourie, a former to do just that, will be intense.
New Delhi must also come to realize that anti-povertyWorld Bank executive, isolated, the Cabinet Committee on

Divestment announced its decision to postpone the sell-off of measures through targetted programs are doomed to failure.
The road to eradication of poverty is through better railroadspublic sector undertakings in oil for three months, during

which time alternative suggestions and concepts would be and roads, more reliable power, a more dependable rural water
supply, more widespread health and education programs.sought. The Committee also suggested taking each bid for the
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